Indiana Companies to Watch

360 Services
360 Services likes to keep it clean. Specializing in kitchen exhaust hoods, the company
removes grease from cooking equipment in restaurants, hotels and university food-service
operations, which is important in preventing dangerous fires.
The company launched in 2005, aiming to set new standards of professionalism in its
industry. 360 Services offers clients 24/7 service, highly trained employees and a systematic
approach.
Among its innovations is a secure web site that enables customers to view digital photos
of their premises before – and after – cleaning. “Because we provide the majority of our
cleanings at night, it’s important to show decision makers what and how well we’re doing,”
explains owner Michael Crafton.
Indeed, 360 Services prides itself on superior customer service and has earned a
customer retention rate of nearly 100%. It’s also bringing new customers on board at an
extremely fast pace and has achieved an average annual revenue increase of 77% during the
past three years.

At a glance:
Michael Crafton, owner
Current leadership since 2005
Founded: 2005
Location: Indianapolis
Primary business: cleaning service for
cooking equipment
Sites in Indiana: 2
Sites elsewhere: 0
Full-time equivalent employees: 31 in
2009; 37 expected in 2010
www.360services.com

Alliance LLC
At a glance:
Dan Vukovich, president
Current leadership since 2001
Founded: 2001
Location: Valparaiso
Primary business: manufactures
magnetic materials
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 1
www.allianceorg.com

A manufacturer of magnetic materials, Alliance LLC serves a broad range of industries,
including automotive, alternative energy, defense, medical devices and communications.
Magnetic materials play a vital role in technology. For example, in the automobile
industry magnets are used in small motors that operate a vehicle’s windows, seats, windshield
wipers and more. They’re also used in sensors that provide data for vehicle speed, steering,
ABS braking and efficient fuel consumption.
Alliance has earned respect in its industry by using its supply chain to help smaller
companies buy products in low volume at affordable prices – almost as low as large
companies that are buying considerably more product.
Another factor that distinguishes it from competitors, Alliance finds ways to support new
technologies, even though there may not be a return on investment for several years. The payoff:
Alliance’s unique parts allowed it to be involved in the supply chain for hybrid automobiles,
modern windmills, underwater generators and other green technologies before they became
widely popular, says president Dan Vukovich.

Amatrol
Helping today’s students become tomorrow’s technicians and engineers, Amatrol develops
interactive learning systems.
The company initially provided technical learning equipment. In the mid-1990s it began to
transition to complete systems that today include curriculum, instructor assessment guides,
interactive multimedia and virtual trainers.
Amatrol’s virtual simulation software enables students to practice technical skills online, which
reduces the time students need on equipment and enables schools to share lab investments.
Another hallmark is the company’s fault-insertion software, which is available on specific
equipment. This enables instructors to create an infinite number of troubleshooting problems
across multiple disciplines – from electric motor control to hydraulics and mechanical drives –
and track students’ progress in resolving them.
Amatrol also has developed the first system that can replicate the experience of operating
a utility-scale wind turbine. Although independent of an actual wind turbine, Amatrol’s systems
enable students to create the skills needed to develop job readiness, reports president Paul Perkins.
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At a glance:
Paul Perkins, president
Current leadership since 2003
Founded: 1981
Location: Jeffersonville
Primary business: educational services
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 0
www.amatrol.com
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Apparatus Inc.
Providing information technology (IT) consulting and managed services, Apparatus Inc.
specializes in the design, build and support of IT infrastructure solutions. In the past three
years, staff has nearly doubled and annual revenue gains have ranged from 31% to 41%.
Operating under the philosophy of “simplify IT,” Apparatus makes complex technology
easy for clients to use through improved design and robust support. Its expertise in a wide
variety of technology platforms enables Apparatus to serve a broad range and size of clients,
ranging from start-ups to Fortune 500 companies.
To further uncomplicate the complicated, Apparatus relies on a flat management structure
that emphasizes innovation and encourages consultants to adjust services to meet each
client’s needs. “The result is a culture of learning, collaboration and support,” says president
Kelly Pfledderer. Indeed, Apparatus was recognized as one of the top workplaces in Central
Indiana in 2010.

At a glance:
Kelly Pfledderer, president/CEO
Current leadership since 1999
Founded: 1999
Location: Indianapolis
Primary business: information technology
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 0
Full-time equivalent employees: 75 in
2009; 105 expected in 2010
www.apparatus.net

Archway Technology Partners Inc.
At a glance:
Jason Brown, president
Current leadership since 2002
Founded: 2002
Location: Indianapolis
Primary business: information
technology
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 1
www.archwaytechnology.net

Archway Technology Partners Inc. provides technology tools to hedge funds, real estate
funds and other private investment companies.
The company traces its roots to the early 2000s when founder Jason Brown launched a
hedge fund and discovered a market void: A lack of cost-effective technology options available
to small hedge funds. In response, Brown developed and began marketing his own software.
In the mid-2000s, Archway created a fund administration outsourcing practice that
enabled clients to leverage the benefits of its software without having to operate it themselves.
In late 2006 the company strengthened its competitive edge by launching ATWeb. Designed
specifically for the investment industry, this web-based enterprise platform integrates frontoffice portfolio management tools with back-office functions.
ATWeb is also the cornerstone for Archway’s fund administration outsourcing practice.
“Therefore, not only does Archway build, deploy and support an enterprise technology in the
market, but we’re also one of the largest users of the system,” offers Brown.

BidPal Network LLC
A boon for charitable fundraising, BidPal Network LLC automates the bidding process of
silent auctions.
Leveraging iPod Touch technology, BidPal’s handheld devices eliminate paper bid sheets
and costly auction catalogs. Guests can bid on items from anywhere, at any time, which greatly
increases the number of bids per item and yields higher revenues. By continually updating
guests on the highest current bids on items, the devices accelerate competition. In fact,
charitable organizations that use BidPal typically report three times more bids per item
compared to previous auctions without BidPal.
What’s more, a “fund a need” button allows people to make cash donations on the spot.
This feature raised more than $100,000 in six minutes at an event in Washington, D.C. earlier
this year.
BidPal also enables no-hassle checkouts for guests – and immediate reports for clients,
says chief executive officer Scott Webber. “Our post-event reports slice and dice the auction
data to help organizations more effectively plan their next auction.”
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At a glance:
Scott Webber, CEO
Current leadership since 2008
Founded: 2007
Location: Indianapolis
Primary business: wireless auction
technology
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 3
Full-time equivalent employees: 20 in
2009; 38 expected in 2010
www.bidpalnetwork.com
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Blue Horseshoe
A technology consulting and systems integration company, Blue Horseshoe specializes in
several vertical industries, such as beverage, consumer product goods, life sciences, medical
supplies and third-party logistics.
In 2008, Blue Horseshoe began to create software to address specific industry needs of
its customers. For example, the company has developed intellectual property that extends the
capabilities of an existing platform for manufacturing and distribution companies. New modules
provide advanced warehouse management, supplier management and transportation planning
features that help customers reduce overall labor and transportation costs.
Blue Horseshoe has also developed technology for third-party logistics clients to automate
and reduce administrative costs associated with customer billing and transaction processing.
Blue Horseshoe prides itself on lasting relationships, both externally and internally. Since
its launch in 2001 employee turnover has been less than 2% – stability that ensures its
customers’ project team “will stay intact and in touch with them year after year,” notes
president Chris Cason.

At a glance:
Chris Cason, president
Current leadership since 2001
Founded: 2001
Location: Carmel
Primary business: management
consulting
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 1
Full-time equivalent employees: 69 in
2009; 78 expected in 2010
www.bhsolutions.com

Chapman Kelly Inc.
At a glance:
Tony Schy, partner
Current leadership since 2001
Founded: 2001
Location: Jeffersonville
Primary business: health care audits
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 0
Full-time equivalent employees: 48 in
2009; 85 expected in 2010
www.chapmankelly.com

Chapman Kelly Inc. helps employers and insurance companies stay compliant and
save money.
The company originally focused on medical claim audits. Yet in 2004, Chapman Kelly
expanded its offerings – and profits – by introducing dependent eligibility audits, a fairly new
service in its industry.
New marketing strategies have also bolstered growth. For many years the company
relied on outbound calling, customer referrals and traditional lead-generation activities. Yet in
late 2008 it began to leverage search engine optimization, search ads and other web tools –
with dramatic results. Today, more than 80% of new business comes from web site
submissions, articles written for industry publications and the company’s blog. Chapman Kelly
doubled annual revenue in 2009 and is aiming for a 128% increase for 2010.
Among its hallmarks, Chapman Kelly builds its own technology for core business functions.
“This in-house development approach allows us to quickly add features, if required, and
maintain tight security over the sensitive data that we process,” explains partner Tony Schy.

Ciholas Technologies
Innovation is the name of the game at Ciholas Technologies, which designs complex
electronic systems that enable its clients to create new markets.
The company has been awarded nine patents in the United States, with others pending,
for such breakthroughs as:
• A proximity detection system that warns people if they are too close to heavy machinery
• A high-speed camera system for timing sporting events
• A digital firing system for robot-deployed explosives
Ciholas Technologies engineers have a wide breadth of expertise in electrical, computer,
mechanical and manufacturing disciplines. “This lets the client choose to use Ciholas as a
supplement to its current engineering department or as the entire department,” notes president
Mike Ciholas.
Expanding its capabilities even further, Ciholas Technologies recently added a
manufacturing operation and can now build many of the products it designs for clients. “This
makes us a one-stop shop to convert an idea into product,” says Ciholas.
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At a glance:
Mike Ciholas, president
Current leadership since 1999
Founded: 1999
Location: Evansville
Primary business: designs electronic
systems
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 0
Full-time equivalent employees: 16 in
2009; 20 expected in 2010
www.ciholas.com
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Communication Company of South Bend Inc.
Communication Company of South Bend Inc. (CCSB) designs and installs a variety of
communication, life safety, audio visual and security systems – ranging from intercom systems
in schools to code blue systems in hospitals.
Founded in 1976, the company began a new chapter in 2006 when employees Daniel
Schmidtendorff and Barry Schleiger purchased CCSB with a vision for significant growth. In just
three years, the company more than doubled revenue.
CCSB has differentiated itself from other technology contractors by targeting vertical
markets, such as health care, education and government municipalities, and establishing sales
and support teams to serve these clients.
The company also sets itself apart by investing in superior service. For example, CCSB is
implementing a new tool that will dramatically reduce response time to service calls and keep
real-time inventory on its vehicles. “We will know by the second who is closest to our
customers, the shortest routes to take and if parts were used, when they will be re-issued,”
explains Schmidtendorff, the company president.

At a glance:
Daniel Schmidtendorff, president/CEO
Current leadership since 2006
Founded: 1976
Location: South Bend
Primary business: telecommunications
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 0
Full-time equivalent employees: 33 in
2009; 33 expected in 2010
www.communication-co.com

Delivra
At a glance:
Neil Berman, president/CEO/owner
Current leadership since 1999
Founded: 1999
Location: Indianapolis
Primary business: Internet marketing
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 0
Full-time equivalent employees: 21 in
2009; 25 expected in 2010
www.delivra.com

A pioneer in e-mail marketing, software and services, Delivra launched in 1999 as
Neighborhood Email, but changed its name in 2005 to reflect its intense focus on delivery.
Delivra prides itself on offering both low-cost and personalized service in a highly
commoditized industry. It caters especially to small and mid-sized businesses that are trying to
affordably grow e-mail marketing efforts.
The company has innovated in three key areas:
• Providing e-mail campaign production and delivery support
• Tracking campaigns and measuring success
• Integrating new technologies, such as video and social sharing, into clients’ e-mail marketing
campaigns
In October 2009, Delivra implemented a blog and social media campaign that has been
highly successful. In fact, Delivra’s blog has become a primary driver to its web site. Since
beginning the campaign, inbound leads have increased by more than 70%, and the company
looks for 2010 annual revenue to grow by more than 30%.

DWA Healthcare Communications Group
DWA Healthcare Communications Group develops educational and promotional programs
for pharmaceutical companies, biotech firms and medical associations – helping the medical
community stay up-to-date on new discoveries, medicines and treatments.
DWA distinguishes itself from competitors with its broad range of services. A few examples
include: scientific writing, library services, continuing medical education (CME), compliance
consulting, speaker bureaus, event planning, and multimedia design and development.
In addition, the company has built a proprietary data management system that enables it
to monitor performance on several levels. The system collects detailed metrics of all programs
that DWA develops, which aids in project analysis and planning future projects. It also provides
important data needed for business projections, resource allocation and valuation.
DWA has also improved operations by embracing Lean Six Sigma, Balanced Scorecard
and other strategic management systems. In 2008 it became the first company to have its
organizational structure approved by the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education.
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At a glance:
Deborah Wood, CEO
Current leadership since 1994
Founded: 1994
Location: Carmel
Primary business: educational services
Sites in Indiana: 2
Sites elsewhere: 0
Full-time equivalent employees: 143 in
2009; 147 expected in 2010
www.dwahcg.com
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ECO Lighting Solutions
“Green that makes cents” is ECO Lighting Solutions’ mantra. A designer and
manufacturer of lighting fixtures, the company focuses on induction and light-emitting diode
(LED) technologies, providing green products that save clients money through reduced energy
consumption and maintenance.
ECO initially focused on parking garages, but has expanded into area lighting. In fact,
founders Jeff Pinyot, Stephen Little and David Packard recently changed the name of their
company from ECO Parking Lights to reflect its broader offerings.
The company partners with existing patent owners to incorporate their technologies in
ECO products. In addition, ECO is developing its own proprietary technologies, including a new
LED solution for parking garages that addresses sensitive temperature issues.
In contrast to competitors that deliver their products through distributors, ECO meets
face-to-face with customers to tailor solutions to their needs. That custom approach is paying
off: in 2009 ECO more than doubled its revenue from the previous year and looks for another
robust increase – about 70% – in 2010.

At a glance:
Jeffrey Pinyot, CEO
Current leadership since 2007
Founded: 2006
Location: Fishers
Primary business: manufactures lighting
fixtures
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 0
Full-time equivalent employees: 6 in
2009; 10 expected in 2010
www.ecolightingsolutions.com

FirstPerson Benefit Advisors
At a glance:
Bryan Brenner, CEO
Current leadership since 1997
Founded: 1997
Location: Indianapolis
Primary business: designs health and
welfare plans
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 0
Full-time equivalent employees: 27 in
2009; 35 expected in 2010
www.workingwell4you.com

A provider of health and welfare plans, FirstPerson Inc. resulted from a strategic merger
of Benefit Associates and Benefit Consultants earlier this year.
In addition to new efficiencies, the merger has enabled the company to expand its
offerings. FirstPerson’s new service lineup includes branded communication materials, worksite
wellness strategies, incentive management and on-site health care strategies. The merger has
also beefed up the firm’s compliance and analytics muscle.
Technology plays an important role in FirstPerson’s success. The company has invested
in a robust customer relationship management system to track contracts, e-mails, resolutions
and more. In addition, FirstPerson has also built a platform to track incentive rewards for its
customers’ wellness programs.
FirstPerson has earned an impressive client retention rate of 98%, which it links partly
to comprehensive communication and accountability efforts. “Everything we do is traceable and
reportable, which is a statement not often heard in our business,” says chief executive officer
Bryan Brenner.

Garrity Tool Co.
Garrity Tool Co. (GTC) provides high-tech, high-precision machined components and
technical services to aerospace, biomedical and commercial clients.
Initially about 80% of GTC’s products were for defense clients. Cuts in military spending
prompted the company to pursue other markets and secure quality assurance certifications,
including ISO 13485 and AS9100, which give it an upper hand, especially in aerospace and
biomedical industries. In addition to receiving several growth and quality awards, GTC has
been recognized for its lean manufacturing in two books – “Breaking the Cost Barrier” and
“Going Lean.”
Among its innovations, GTC is designing a device that removes moisture from hearing aids
and other small devices. GTC is also partnering with another company to provide high-tech
restraint systems for the military and is setting up an area to complete the full assembly and
testing. “This will provide GTC with a specific product line and a competitive advantage over
larger companies for future builds of similar units,” says president Don Garrity.
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At a glance:
Don Garrity, president
Current leadership since 1986
Founded: 1986
Location: Indianapolis
Primary business: manufactures
high-tech components
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 0
Full-time equivalent employees: 53 in
2009; 59 expected in 2010
www.garritytoolcompany.com
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Heartland Sweeteners LLC
How sweet it is! In a short time, Heartland Sweeteners LLC has become a major player in
the competitive no-calorie sweetener market.
In 2005 the company introduced the first sucralose-based tabletop sweetener to rival
Splenda, selling to retail and foodservice clients as a private-label product. Since then
Heartland has introduced two branded lines: Ideal, which uses natural xylitol, and Nevella,
which features probiotics (beneficial bacteria that promote digestive health). The company has
several patents pending on its sucralose and sweetener technologies.
Heartland distributes its products throughout the United States and abroad. In addition to
its global headquarters in Carmel, Heartland has established European headquarters in
Zaandam, Netherlands.
“With the growing epidemic in obesity and diabetes, Heartland’s products stand out for
their taste, price, function and health benefits addressing these two main concerns,” explains
chief executive officer Ted Gelov. Gelov has also launched a sister company to Heartland,
Lexington Pharmaceutical, to develop new technologies in organic chemistry.

At a glance:
Ted Gelov, CEO
Current leadership since 2004
Founded: 2004
Location: Carmel
Primary business: manufactures
sweeteners
Sites in Indiana: 2
Sites elsewhere: 1
Full-time equivalent employees: 120 in
2009; 150 expected in 2010
www.idealsweet.com

Highway Machine Co.
At a glance:
Robert J. Smith III, president
Current leadership since 1993
Founded: 1921
Location: Princeton
Primary business: manufactures large gears
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 0
Full-time equivalent employees: 58 in
2009; 61 expected in 2010
www.hmcgears.com

Launched in 1921 as a machine shop to serve the mining industry, Highway Machine Co.
(HMC) has evolved into one of the most modern and technologically advanced manufacturers
of large components and gears.
HMC’s plus-size products are used to furnish or transmit power in a variety of industries
around the globe. A few examples:
• Gears for defense radars that measure more than 200 inches in diameter
• 100,000-pound gears that move 12-million-pound draglines in Australia and South Africa
• Gears measuring 20 feet or larger that are used to pulverize cement and other aggregates
HMC also stands out for what it hasn’t done. The company has never laid off an
employee despite industry and economic downturns. “People are the most important asset in
every company,” affirms Robert J. Smith III, president. The key to keeping them, he adds, “is
being willing to cut other expenses to the bone.”

IMAVEX LLC
IMAVEX LLC is a full-service Internet marketing agency that specializes in custom web site
design and development. Providing creative solutions that generate measurable results, IMAVEX
boasts a client retention rate of more than 95%.
A cornerstone of IMAVEX’s success is iWorksite, its web site content management system
that enables clients to reach their markets more quickly – and with lower costs – than competitors.
Among its features, iWorksite provides easy, unlimited content updates, integrated e-mail newsletter
tools, streaming media management and search engine marketing tools.
IMAVEX has partnered with Limelight Networks, a leader in video content delivery, to develop
and launch a private-label video content management system. Known as STREAMOTOR, this
system allows users to upload a video in any format, then encode and reformat the video for
different functions. Among its attributes, the system makes video delivery easy for mobile devices.
In May IMAVEX won an award from TechPoint, Indiana’s statewide technology association, for
STREAMOTOR.
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At a glance:
Brady Whitesel, CEO
Current leadership since 2010
Founded: 2001
Location: Noblesville
Primary business: Internet marketing
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 0
Full-time equivalent employees: 25 in
2009; 30 expected in 2010
www.imavex.com
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Information Technology Architects
Information Technology Architects (ITA) delivers a variety of IT services, including
advanced systems integration, offered by only a handful of firms around the world.
Another hallmark: ITA is vendor and solution neutral. “This allows us to make decisions
on truly what the customer needs, not because we are making a profit on the backend,”
explains chief executive officer Keith Barnett.
Founded in 1996, ITA launched a business solutions division in 2007 that has led to
considerable growth. The division offers local companies free network evaluations along with
affordable service plans for a fixed monthly amount. The goal is to take a proactive approach,
providing local businesses with guidance and support so their IT infrastructure is stable and will
allow them to grow.
The new division, along with an expansion in national customers, increased ITA’s annual
revenue by 30% in 2008, followed by a 49% hike in 2009. The company expects another
strong showing this year (a 41% increase) and plans to double its staff.

At a glance:
Keith Barnett, president/CEO
Current leadership since 1996
Founded: 1996
Location: Evansville
Primary business: IT consulting
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 0
Full-time equivalent employees: 22 in
2009; 45 expected in 2010
www.intear.com

Inovateus Solar
At a glance:
Thomas Kanczuzewski, president
Current leadership since 2008
Founded: 2008
Location: South Bend
Primary business: develops solar
electric systems
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 0
Full-time equivalent employees: 23 in
2009; 34 expected in 2010
www.inovateussolar.com

An up-and-comer in the photovoltaic (PV) industry, Inovateus Solar develops large-scale
solar electric systems and is a distributor for solar panel, inverter and racking manufacturers.
The company launched with only one solar panel brand, but now has access to every
major brand on the market. Another differentiator: Because most PV distributors are based in
California or New Jersey, Inovateus Solar’s South Bend headquarters gives it an edge in
serving the Midwest’s growing solar energy industry.
Among recent milestones, the company completed a major installation with Dayton
Power and Light. Finishing the project under budget and ahead of schedule has raised the
firm’s visibility and is opening new doors.
Inovateus Solar chalks up much of its success to an agile team that gets things done
quickly and efficiently. “One of our proudest moments was when a client said they’d never had
to do so little in getting a major project to completion because we had handled every aspect for
them,” says president Thomas Kanczuzewski.

Jack Laurie Floors
Providing flooring and contract furnishings to customers throughout Indiana, Jack Laurie
Floors (JLF) conducts more than 3,000 projects each year.
The company sets itself apart from competitors by its entrepreneurial culture. It trains all
employees to think, act and perform like owners and has a pay-for-performance compensation
program.
Recent growth has been sparked by several expansions including:
• Acquiring a residential flooring company in Fort Wayne in 2007
• Opening a Lafayette branch and purchasing a sports flooring business in 2008
• Purchasing a commercial furniture business in 2010
Giving back to its community is a priority at JLF. Since 1980 the company has maintained
headquarters in a brownfield on Fort Wayne’s southeast side. Although the company has had
many opportunities to relocate, it strives to be a revitalization leader, purchasing and remodeling
vacant buildings and homes and providing jobs for the area’s underemployed individuals. In
fact, JLF has been recognized three times on Inc. magazine’s “Inner City 100” list.
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At a glance:
John Laurie, owner/ CEO
Current leadership since 1995
Founded: 1950
Location: Fort Wayne
Primary business: provides flooring and
contract furnishings
Sites in Indiana: 4
Sites elsewhere: 0
Full-time equivalent employees: 139 in
2009; 141 expected in 2010
www.lauriefloors.com
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JH Specialty Inc.
JH Specialty Inc. has a diverse portfolio of marketing and communications services that
include web design and development, direct mail, e-mail marketing, and search engine
marketing and optimization. It also operates a promotional products division.
This diversity has enabled JH Specialty to grow even in difficult economic times. Case in
point: although industry sales dropped 13% in 2009, JH Specialty achieved a 15% increase.
Among technical innovations, JH Specialty has built an extensive order management
system that enables it to create numerous online stores for its promotional products division.
“The system allows us to provide our customers with exceptional customer service, and it
allows us to be very quick to the market with new and exciting ideas,” explains chief executive
officer John Henry.
In fact, among the division’s new customers is the White House, which ordered 5,000
custom plastic stadium cups for its Fourth of July party in 2009 – and reordered for this year’s
celebration.

At a glance:
John Henry, CEO
Current leadership since 1998
Founded: 1998
Location: Fort Wayne
Primary business: marketing and
advertising agency
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 0
Full-time equivalent employees: 22 in
2009; 26 expected in 2010
www.jhspecialty.com

L & D Mail Masters
At a glance:
Diane Fischer, owner
Current leadership since 1986
Founded: 1986
Location: New Albany
Primary business: direct marketing
services
Sites in Indiana: 3
Sites elsewhere: 0
www.ldmailmasters.com

L & D Mail Masters offers a full range of direct marketing services including campaign
consulting, mailing lists, graphic design, printing, mailing and fulfillment.
L & D initially focused on direct mail. In 2004, the firm added printing capabilities to
offer one-stop shopping for clients, which include insurance companies, financial institutions,
universities, national sales organizations and publishing companies.
To further hone its competitive edge, L & D recently invested $1.8 million in two large
digital presses and new software, accelerating its ability to connect print with online media and
customized messaging. More personalized, relevant messages increase the likelihood of
recipients making a customer purchase, shares owner Diane Fischer.
One of L & D’s most successful marketing strategies has been to use its
180,000-square-foot campus as a showroom of sorts. When perspective clients tour L & D’s
buildings, they see happy employees and a clean environment – instilling confidence that their
projects will be treated with TLC.

Lee & Ryan
Launched as an environmental consulting company, Lee & Ryan diversified in 2005 by
adding a construction division.
Another strategic move that year was becoming certified as a service-disabled, veteranowned small business, which enabled Lee & Ryan to win its first government contract with the
Federal Aviation Administration. Since then, Lee & Ryan has performed projects for many other
government agencies.
In 2008 the company secured a large contract at the Edward Hines Jr. VA Medical Center
(the largest VA hospital in Illinois) and renovated the fifth floor of the hospital into a surgery
clinic. The magnitude of the $4.5 million project – plus Lee & Ryan’s ability to be the first
company ever to finish a project on time and on budget for the hospital – has accelerated the
company’s visibility and positioned it for even larger projects.
Indeed, Lee & Ryan nearly doubled its annual revenue in 2009 from the previous year
and looks for an 84% increase in 2010.
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At a glance:
Terry Longworth, CEO
Current leadership since 1996
Founded: 1996
Location: Greenfield
Primary business: construction and
building materials
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 1
Full-time equivalent employees: 51 in
2009; 56 expected in 2010
www.leeandryan.com
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Mainstreet Property Group LLC
Mainstreet Property Group is out to transform senior housing by developing superior
product in partnership with seasoned operators.
Prior to 2007, Mainstreet focused on the acquisition of existing properties. Then it ramped
up development efforts, pursuing joint ventures with operating companies to build senior-care
campuses and assisted living facilities. This approach reduces risk and enables Mainstreet to
grow at a faster pace because it knows who will be leasing its properties, along with lease terms.
Whether it’s designing housing with more amenities or creating new processes,
continuous improvement is embedded in Mainstreet’s culture. Case in point: the company
devised a new construction model, running two shifts during the summer months to take
advantage of extra daylight hours. The pilot program was a huge success, generating overall
cost savings of more than 30%.
Caring is another distinction. “We run every investment though a social filter,” says chief
executive officer Zeke Turner. “If we’re not changing society for the better, we will pass on the
opportunity.”

At a glance:
Paul “Zeke” Turner, CEO
Current leadership since 2002
Founded: 2002
Location: Cicero
Primary business: develops senior
housing
Sites in Indiana: 18
Sites elsewhere: 0
Full-time equivalent employees: 145 in
2009; 750 expected in 2010
www.mainstreetcap.net

Mansfield-King
At a glance:
Charles Haywood, president
Current leadership since 2005
Founded: 2005
Location: Indianapolis
Primary business: manufactures
personal care products
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 0
Full-time equivalent employees: 36 in
2009; 55 expected in 2010
www.mansfieldking.com

A relative newcomer in the personal care products industry, Mansfield-King is on a fast
track. The contract manufacturer more than tripled its annual revenue from 2007 to 2009, and its
soap, hair and bath products can be found everywhere from mass marketers to upscale retailers.
The company links its success partly to scalability. “We’ve deliberately structured to
absorb rapid increases in customer demand without creating customer dissatisfaction,”
explains president Charles Haywood.
Technology investments have played a role in that scalability. When the company first
launched, its equipment could only manufacture a few thousand units a day. Today, however,
Mansfield-King has a 100,000-square-foot facility with equipment that can manufacture more
than 500,000 units a day.
The company also has an obsessive focus on customer satisfaction and “good enough”
simply doesn’t cut it, says Haywood. Mansfield-King offers above-market compensation to
attract top talent and gives employees broad latitude. Everyone is encouraged to communicate
with customers and identify even the smallest potential quality defect.

Matrix Integration
Within the IT arena, Matrix Integration focuses on unified communications, network
infrastructure and data centers. Its team of design engineers, solution architects and practice
specialists can take a solution from the conception phase to complete integration.
Each year Matrix hosts a technology expo where current and potential clients can meet
face-to-face with the manufacturers that Matrix represents. The event, which has doubled in
size during the past three years, also features on-site demonstration equipment and
educational breakout sessions led by industry experts. In addition to interacting with
manufacturers and Matrix’s staff, attendees are also able to network with each other about
what is – and isn’t – working in their technology environment.
Matrix recently introduced a balanced scorecard system that helps employees understand
how their daily actions have an impact on the organization’s overall success. The system
facilitates an ownership stake for everyone, says president Brenda Stallings, which means the
company has more minds working on how to exceed clients’ needs.
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At a glance:
Brenda Stallings, president/CEO
Current leadership since 1979
Founded: 1979
Location: Jasper
Primary business: information
technology
Sites in Indiana: 2
Sites elsewhere: 4
Full-time equivalent employees: 95 in
2009; 99 expected in 2010
www.matrixintegration.com
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Med-Mizer Inc.
Med-Mizer Inc. has carved a niche in the highly regulated long-term health care market
by manufacturing FDA-approved, retractable beds that enhance health and safety for elderly
patients.
The company’s patented RetractaBed simultaneously raises or lowers a patient’s head
and knees, reducing risk of falls and skin shears. Med-Mizer’s bariatric bed, introduced in
2009, provides the same solution to obese patients and features an adjustable width so it can
be used for other patients.
Beyond beds, Med-Mizer is applying its product-development prowess to furniture. For
example, its patented wheelchair conversion kit helps patients safely stand, sit or reach for
objects by gently raising or lowering the wheelchair. “Being first to market with new ideas and
innovative products is the engine of our company,” says vice president Ted Tekulve.
In addition to heightened safety, customers appreciate the convenience of Med-Mizer’s
products. For example, beds are delivered on dollies fully assembled and can be moved
directly into patients’ rooms, which reduces maintenance time and costs for hospital staffs.

At a glance:
Daniel Tekulve, president/CEO
Current leadership since 2003
Founded: 2003
Location: Batesville
Primary business: manufactures health
care products
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 0
Full-time equivalent employees: 29 in
2009; 30 expected in 2010
www.med-mizer.com

Prairie Quest
At a glance:
Stacey Smith, president/CEO
Current leadership since 2004
Founded: 2004
Location: Fort Wayne
Primary business: management
consulting
Sites in Indiana: 3
Sites elsewhere: 2
Full-time equivalent employees: 29 in
2009; 43 expected in 2010
www.prairiequest.com

Serving a variety of government agencies, Prairie Quest offers expertise in strategic
assessments, continuous process improvement, information technology services, and
acquisition and procurement support.
The company achieved an important milestone in 2007 when it won its first major federal
contract, providing procurement support for the U.S. Navy. This has led to larger contracts,
such as:
• Creating a tracking database for the National Guard’s physical health assessment process
that shows progress and bottlenecking in real time
• Working with the Army to redefine personnel programs and establish a center of excellence
at Fort Knox, Kentucky
• Helping move the Air Force School of Medicine from San Antonio, Texas, to Dayton, Ohio
Supporting its community and utilizing Indiana resources is a priority for Prairie Quest. In
addition to charitable work and contributions, the company purchased and renovated a dilapidated
building in downtown Fort Wayne last year, using only local contractors.

Private Fleet Backhaul LLC
Private Fleet Backhaul LLC (PFBH) has established a unique niche in the freight
transportation industry by helping private trucking fleets find freight to carry on their way home
from a delivery.
More than half of trucks on U.S. highways are private fleets, and more than 25% return
empty after delivery, points out CEO Ed Lembcke. With that in mind, PFBH works with highvolume shippers to identify where their repetitive freight is moving – and gathers information
from private fleets to determine where their trucks are consistently moving empty. “Where we
find matches between the freight and capacity, we have opportunity,” says Lembcke.
A win for truckers, PFBH enables private fleets to generate more revenue and offset
operation costs. For shippers, PFBH offers lower rates than competitors and ensures that
reliable carriers are moving their freight.
PFBH’s razor-sharp focus is paying off: In just eight years, it has become one of the
country’s top 500 freight brokers in terms of sales volume.
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At a glance:
Ed Lembcke, CEO
Current leadership since 2002
Founded: 2002
Location: Anderson
Primary business: transportation and
warehousing
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 0
Full-time equivalent employees: 23 in
2009; 25 expected in 2010
www.privatefleetbackhaul.com
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RCR Technology Corp.
RCR Technology Corp. has become a respected player within the fiercely competitive
information technology arena, especially in the areas of data warehousing, application
development, and network and data communications. The company develops high-quality data
services at affordable prices, which increases efficiency for its clients and enables them to
save millions of dollars.
From its launch in 1997, RCR has grown from one employee to a staff of more than 100
with clients throughout Indiana and seven other states. Initially, RCR served as a subject-matter
subcontractor, but now it’s winning large multiyear contracts as a prime contractor. Over the
past three years the firm has achieved an average annual revenue increase of 55% and more
than doubled its staff.
Community involvement is a priority for RCR. In fact, one of its executives also wears the
hat of chief philanthropic officer. The company has been a premiere sponsor of the Indiana
Black Expo and, with input from employees, it supports a number of charities.

At a glance:
Robert Reed, president
Current leadership since 1997
Founded: 1997
Location: Indianapolis
Primary business: information
technology
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 3
Full-time equivalent employees: 106 in
2009; 122 expected in 2010
www.rcrtechnology.com

Reliance Machine Co.
At a glance:
Richard Cardemon, president
Current leadership since 1988
Founded: 1983
Location: Muncie
Primary business: manufacturing
Sites in Indiana: 2
Sites elsewhere: 0
Full-time equivalent employees: 102 in
2009; 122 expected in 2010

A contract manufacturer, Reliance Machine Co. does machining and assembly work for
a variety of industries including automotive, agriculture and alternative energy.
The company launched as a machine shop doing short-term jobs. In 2000, however,
Reliance began to transform itself into a long-term production facility, securing contracts to
manufacture a specified number of pieces for a specified length of time.
Along with the shift, Reliance began to build its own fixturings (devices that hold a part
or multiple parts being machined), which enables the company to provide customers with
shorter lead times and better prices than competitors.
The company also stands out for its unique processing of parts. For example, Reliance
developed a way to use a lathe rather than a traditional mill, which enabled it to produce a part
on a less expensive machine with less tooling. As a result, Reliance’s customer saved
approximately $6 million in production costs.

RICS Software
RICS Software provides robust retail management tools to footwear and apparel merchants.
Launched in 1982, RICS began a new chapter in 2006 when David Becker and a group
of investors acquired the Des Moines, Iowa-based company and moved its headquarters to
Indianapolis. Their vision: Transform the company’s software, moving from an in-house turnkey
product into an enterprise-level application that could be delivered online through a softwareas-a-service model. Beta testing began in July 2008 and, within 15 months, more than 350
U.S. and Canadian stores were using the new enterprise solution.
RICS enables retailers to lower inventory and information technology costs while strengthening
relationships with their customers. With minimal hardware investment, RICS’ clients can
complete point-of-sale transactions, control inventory and manage customer data in real time.
“Our enterprise software gives the independent retailer the power and infrastructure of a
Walmart-style data system for a few hundred dollars per month,” explains chief executive
officer Becker.
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At a glance:
David Becker, president/CEO
Current leadership since 2006
Founded: 1982
Location: Indianapolis
Primary business: computer software
and systems
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 1
Full-time equivalent employees: 31 in
2009; 27 expected in 2010
www.ricssoftware.com
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RKO Enterprises
RKO Enterprises manufactures custom firefighting and rescue equipment to mount on
vehicles. Among its clients are the FBI, the U.S. Navy, Air Force, Army and Forest Service,
along with overseas fire and rescue departments.
The company stands out from competitors through its special welding techniques and
lifetime warranty on stainless steel piping.
Among recent milestones, RKO partnered with Polaris Industries in 2009 to distribute nine
of its skid units through Polaris dealers, which are located around the world. The partnership
has enabled RKO to move to a larger facility and increase sales. Annual revenue jumped 24%
in 2009, and the company expects similar growth this year.
Safety is not only the cornerstone of RKO’s products but also its culture. The company
has qualified for INSafe, an Indiana Department of Labor certification that ensures workplace
health and safety. In addition, RKO received OSHA’s InSharp award, one of only a few
companies in Indiana to obtain the honor.

At a glance:
Richard Olson, president
Current leadership since 2000
Founded: 2000
Location: Madison
Primary business: manufactures rescue
equipment
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 0
Full-time equivalent employees: 10 in
2009; 13 expected in 2010
www.rkoenterprises.com

Scale Computing
At a glance:
Jeff Ready, CEO/founder
Current leadership since 2008
Founded: 2008
Location: Indianapolis
Primary business: information
technology
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 1
Full-time equivalent employees: 33 in
2009; 60 expected in 2010
www.scalecomputing.com

A rising star in the information technology (IT) industry, Scale Computing provides highly
scalable IT storage systems for mid-market clients, making storage management more
convenient while costing up to 70% less than competitors.
In a nutshell, Scale’s proprietary technology allows enterprise-class features to work on
commodity hardware. Systems are clustered, and capacity can be added seamlessly, in
increments as small as one terabyte at a time without migrating data.
“The result is a storage system that allows users to scale storage like kids build a wall
of Legos – simply plugging in another ‘brick’ as needed, with no reconfiguration, administration
or compromising network speed,” explains chief executive officer Jeff Ready.
Among milestones, Scale has secured more than $14 million in funding. The company
has won numerous awards, including being named to Forbes magazine’s “America’s Most
Promising Companies” list in 2009.

Seven Corners Inc.
Seven Corners Inc. offers a wide array of international insurance plans for U.S. citizens
traveling abroad or foreign nationals visiting the United States. It also provides claims administration
services for government entities that include the Peace Corps, the U.S. Department of State
and several federal prisons.
Among achievements, the company developed one of the first real-time, online purchase
engines for travel-medical and trip-cancellation insurance. Clients can apply for a policy online
by supplying their personal information, travel dates and credit card. In a matter of minutes,
they receive a virtual identification card and e-mail confirmation.
In 2008, Seven Corners launched the first worldwide medical tourism insurance plan,
which gives international citizens U.S.-style health benefits and enables them to travel to other
countries to receive treatment.
In contrast to many competitors, Seven Corners handles all customer service functions
in-house. What’s more, the company launched a 24/7 assistance division earlier this year, with
multilingual capabilities for nearly a dozen languages.
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At a glance:
Jim Krampen, Bill Tysdal and Justin
Tysdal, principals/executive officers
Current leadership since 1993
Founded: 1993
Location: Carmel
Primary business: travel insurance
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 0
Full-time equivalent employees: 119 in
2009; 136 expected in 2010
www.sevencorners.com
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Shuttleworth Inc.
Shuttleworth Inc. designs and builds conveyor systems and equipment to solve materialhandling challenges.
At the backbone of Shuttleworth’s products is Slip-Torque technology, developed by
founder Jim Shuttleworth. The technology features loose-fit rollers that stop moving as product
accumulates, which reduces product damage by eliminating the scuffs and scrapes that can
occur with other conveyor systems.
Innovation remains a priority, and Shuttleworth secured two new patents this year for its:
• Star Roller, which solves the industry’s shingling problem, enabling stacks of paper to be
shrink-wrapped without damage
• Dyna-Guide, which provides dynamic sorting at very high speeds
Although Shuttleworth initially focused on the electronics market, in 2003 it began to diversify
and soon gained market share in the health care, food and paper conversion industries. In
addition, Shuttleworth targets solar panel manufacturers. “Our factory automation solutions
provide greater efficiency and reduce product damage throughout the manufacturing cycle of
solar panels – making domestic manufacturing of solar panels a cost-effective alternative to
offshore options,” says chief executive officer Carol Shuttleworth.

At a glance:
Carol Shuttleworth, CEO/owner
Current leadership since 2003
Founded: 1962
Location: Huntington
Primary business: material-handling
equipment
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 1
Full-time equivalent employees: 92 in
2009; 93 expected in 2010
www.shuttleworth.com

Slingshot SEO Inc.
At a glance:
Kevin Bailey, president
Current leadership since 2007
Founded: 2006
Location: Indianapolis
Primary business: search engine
optimization
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 0
Full-time equivalent employees: 14 in
2009; 24 expected in 2010
www.slingshotseo.com

A provider of search engine optimization (SEO) services, Slingshot SEO Inc. helps clients
increase web site rankings on search engines, which can dramatically increase their sales.
Initially, Slingshot offered a variety of Internet marketing services. In 2009 it began to
concentrate on SEO, which has sparked phenomenal growth. As a result, Slingshot’s annual
revenue tripled in 2009 from the previous year, and the company expects it to triple again in 2010.
In addition to numerous referrals from clients, Slingshot has been recognized as a
national leader by SEOmoz and SEM Vendor, two top industry authorities.
Key to Slingshot’s success has been developing proprietary campaign management
software, which ensures every client attains a first-page Google ranking for keywords targeted
– and enables unconstrained growth. “Our ability to scale has allowed Slingshot SEO to sell
without being held back by the operational bottlenecks that the majority of our competitors
struggle with,” says president Kevin Bailey.

Smithville Digital
Smithville Digital provides networking solutions and digital data transmission via fiber optic cable.
The company has developed the Indiana Digital Gateway, a new “metro ethernet solution”
that provides a way to connect multiple local area networks to a main backbone and deliver
lightning fast Internet connections (upwards of 100 megabytes) with no threat to security.
“Smithville Digital was the first company in Indiana to deploy this kind of solution,” says
president Cullen McCarty. “Using switches and routers, we established a network connection
between cities with the required redundancy in the architecture – costing much less than it
would with a traditional solution.”
Smithville Digital’s fiberoptics technology is transforming how clients do business. For
example, it has enabled the Bloomington Hospital to extend its oncology and radiology services
to rural facilities. Data, records and large images, such as X-rays and MRIs, can be transmitted
to another facility in real time, improving patient safety and clinical outcomes.
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At a glance:
Cullen McCarty, president
Current leadership since 2003
Founded: 2003
Location: Ellettsville
Primary business: telecommunications
Sites in Indiana: 3
Sites elsewhere: 0
www.smithvilledigital.net
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Solstice Medical
A provider of radio frequency identification (RFID) systems, Solstice Medical helps clients
save time and money by reducing inventory and automating their inventory management processes.
The company has nine patents pending for its DOCK to DOC software and MD3 tags.
These RFID tags differ from competitors due to their:
• Ability to withstand moisture and extreme temperatures
• Extremely small size – about the size of a Tic Tac mint – yet are able to generate read
distances in feet vs. inches
• Ability to work in metal and other difficult materials
• Biocompatibility, making them safe for use in medical environments
Initially, Solstice targeted orthopedic implant manufacturers and distributors, helping them
keep track of surgical kits and instruments. Now the company is finding opportunities with
cardiovascular and oncology applications as well as in nonmedical markets, such as aerospace.
In addition to its products, Solstice offers RFID system and site engineering, software
development, installation, hosting and data management services.

At a glance:
Daniel Sands, CEO
Current leadership since 2005
Founded: 2005
Location: Fort Wayne
Primary business: develops RFID
systems
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 0
Full-time equivalent employees: 7 in
2009; 11 expected in 2010
www.solsticemedical.com

Vasc-Alert LLC
At a glance:
John Kennedy, CEO
Current leadership since 2002
Founded: 2002
Location: West Lafayette
Primary business: health and medical
services
Sites in Indiana: 2
Sites elsewhere: 1
Full-time equivalent employees: 8 in
2009; 11 expected in 2010
www.vasc-alert.com

Vasc-Alert LLC helps dialysis centers monitor health problems associated with patients
who are undergoing kidney dialysis.
The company’s patented surveillance service identifies problems with patients’ access
sites (the connection between the patient and a dialysis machine), such as narrowing or
closure. In contrast to competitors, Vasc-Alert provides faster, more accurate reporting.
Other hallmarks: Vasc-Alert doesn’t require dialysis centers to reconfigure their
processes or employees to learn complicated techniques. Instead, the company takes an
informatics approach, using hemodialysis treatment data that is already being collected and
analyzing it to provide weekly trend reports on patients.
An additional benefit, points out chief executive officer John Kennedy, is that Vasc-Alert
is building a large database of hemodialysis treatment data that can assist researchers and
policymakers.
With a software-as-a-service model, the company is able to scale quickly. In the past
three years, Vasc-Alert has achieved an average annual revenue increase of 28%, and it
expects to double revenue this year.
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